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'In Person' Sales - You never get a second chance to make a first impression’
In 1976, I was 16 years old …
I was working as a painter’s apprentice and one day a new song came on the radio, it
was called ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’ and it went on to became one of the most important
songs of my generation.
It had a profound effect on me and even today, it takes me back to that place when I
first heard it.

Such is the power of music; photography is no different.
Many years later I was going to a Phil Collins concert and the driver was playing ‘In
The air tonight’ on repeat in the car, as we were driving in.
We heard it about ten times in the car before we got to the concert and we were all
sick of it by the time we got there.
The live version that night was great - but I can’t help thinking it might have had more
impact on me if I hadn’t been listening to it for the past hour.
Stay with me because there is a valuable lesson here - relating to ‘in person sales’ or
IPS as it has become known.
The point in your business process when you will have the most impact on the
client is when they see their photos for the first time. It is the ‘Wow’ moment
that is essential for ensuring value in your client’ eyes.
If you put people’s photos online for them to view, they will scrutinise them to
death. They will look at them over and over again and start to compare and
delete them.

What was once the bright shiny new thing easily starts to lose its appeal and
value.
I’ll tell you a story … I like stories. This one taught me a valuable lesson.
Sharon and her friend came in for a double photoshoot session, her and her friend
each purchased a 20-image print collection.
When you’re starting out, it’s easy to make simple mistakes and back in those days, I
used to place the purchased digital images online for the client - after the sale was
complete.
So; Sharon and her friend had committed to their orders and the contracts were
signed, they had each put down a small deposit and I trustingly posted their images
online.
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The next day I got the first phone call. ‘I want to change my order’ Sharon said. After
looking at all the photos again online overnight, she had come to a decision to
remove 14 of the 20 that she had chosen.
I didn’t know what to do, this had never happened before. I had strong terms and
conditions in place that made it unfavourable for people to do this, but I never
expected to have to use them.
What happened next? Things became very uneasy, the hugs and laughter of the day
before disappeared … I found myself negotiating an uncomfortable situation with the
client – never a good thing.
Sharon didn’t want all those photos any more – She’d looked at them so many times
overnight, she had compared and scrutinised and deleted all but her absolute
favourites.
Worse still, she called her friend and told her that she had changed her mind. You
guessed it … then I got the 2nd phone call – her friend wanting to reduce her order
too! The sale value went down by 80%.
Because I had given them the opportunity to review them as many times as they
wanted to, the photos had diminished in value and appeal.
Those clients had time to worry about how much they had spent and to ‘rationalise
and reduce’ their order - and I gave them that time.
I’m not saying that they stole any of the images but they certainly could have, even
though they were watermarked. It is so easy to steal online images these days and
most people don’t believe they are doing anything wrong, after all, the photos are of
them aren’t they?
I’ve even seen watermarked images being used for profiles on social sites!
Solution – In Person Sales
We now only use ‘in person sales’ … we show the images to the client – in person- as
soon as the shoot is finished. We call it our ‘Viewing and design’ session. We educate
our client that this is when they will view their images, design any Wall Art or
collections and PURCHASE the images they want to keep.
We also let them know that if they reject any of the images – we do not keep them,
we only keep copies of purchased images (we will store these indefinitely, but we
don’t have room to store images that clients don’t purchase.)
I know that not everyone has a live editor, but we always edit live and I feel it is
definitely worth working towards.
If you have to make a 2nd appointment for the viewing session, make it for as soon as
you can after the photoshoot, but never, under any circumstances ,put their photos
online or give them proof sheets to take home - no matter how much they try to talk
you into it … do not ‘give’ them the photographs in any format - unless they buy
them.
You are running a business and your photos are your merchandise.
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This may sound harsh, but you are doing the right thing by yourself and the industry
by educating the client on value.
If you don’t value your merchandise and give it away for free – why would they value,
it?
Recommended exercises
•

SHOOT – Have a look at all your shoots from the last 12 months. Look for
repeating patterns – what images ALWAYS sell and which images NEVER sell.
Always refine your shot list to include what customers are looking for (what
they are BUYING). Drop from your shot list the ones no one buys (even if you
like them) and save yourself valuable time. We only show the client a
maximum of 40 photos, any more and they can’t make purchasing decisions –
it is just too overwhelming. How may are you showing?
Too many? You may be missing sales as the client is confused.
Or too few? You may have gotten a better sale if you had more to offer.

•

EDIT – If you are the only operator in your business, you must do your own
editing. Do the edit as soon as possible after the shoot.
Look at your recent edits, make notes about what you could have done in the
shoot to make the photos easier to edit and therefore quicker to present to
the client.
Where possible, have a second person doing a live edit so that you can show
the client their images in a viewing session straight after the shoot.
If you are not currently doing this, I recommend you work towards it – do
some research on what kind of live image transfer you can do with your
current gear.

•

VIEWING – Book this as soon as possible after the shoot. Work out if you can
do it on the day (I used to send my clients off for a cuppa, or to play in the
park, or go shopping for an hour) The clients will come back refreshed and full
of anticipation.
When possible, book the viewing at the same time that you book the shoot –
and explain it to the client so they know exactly what to expect.
If you can’t do the viewing on the same day, try and book them for the next
day. This way you have a deadline to complete your edit and the client can
have some anticipation time, (but not so much that they get distracted by life
and lose interest).

•

SALE – If you are currently giving away proofs (watermarked or not, online or
otherwise) try experimenting with some live (in person) viewings and compare
the average sale for both methods.
Also look at your sales documents. We have the client sign paperwork at each
stage of the process – this educates the client about what they are
buying/committing to and how everything works in our Studio – we decide the
value of our merchandise and educate the client accordingly.
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We talk about pricing and purchasing decisions at every stage of the process –
no surprises - If a client can’t afford our images, we don’t take it personally, we
are happy or them to qualify themselves out.
If you value the images you create and educate the client, they will buy at the
price you ask, you have to be comfortable yourself asking for the sale. If you
are not comfortable selling your work, get a sales person as soon as possible,
or at the very least get yourself some sales training.
Selling is a skill that all business owners must utilise to be successful.
Selling is not bad or evil, think of it as giving the client exactly what they want.
If you are profitable and you grow your business, you are able to help more
clients get exactly what they want too.
Not only can you help more clients get what they want, as you grow you can
potentially provide employment for others, support your suppliers businesses
and pay your taxes to contribute to the economy and society – there are
countless benefits to a successful business - everybody wins.
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